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People have broken many of my eggs,
as here in Kuwait people love to touch art
pieces and they easily break in their
hands - they don’t appreciate the effort I
spent on this work,” he rued.            

This art has made Asad develop spe-
cial feelings for eggs. “Now I adore eggs. I
can’t even break an egg to eat it, so I ask
my children to break it for me. I don’t
throw anything, and I keep all the remain-
ing parts of my broken engraved eggs. I
also take photos of every piece I finish, so
I have a memory of it if somebody breaks
it. This art that shows the details of the
egg is one of the great evidences of God’s
creation and power,” he noted.

Engraving an egg is a long process.
“The membrane of the egg keeps the
shell together, and if it tears, the egg will
split, as the function of this membrane is
to protect the chick inside. So it has to be

completely dry to break it and remove it
from the shell so I can engrave the egg. I
first prick the egg from the top with a
needle, and turn it upside down, closing
the hole with my finger and make anoth-
er hole on the other side. Then with a thin
wire, I mix the contents slowly and empty
it. Then I put some water in it to clean it
and leave it to dry. After that, I can work
on it,” said Asad.

“The regular chicken egg is very fragile
and any crack will damage the entire egg.
So I have to hold the whole egg in my
palm to protect it, and after it’s empty, it
becomes harder to hold. This art of
engraving on eggs needs patience, and it
gives me the impetus to challenge myself
to do a harder piece,” he pointed out.

He is now planning to hold an art exhi-
bition of his egg art pieces outside
Kuwait. “I’m thinking of France to hold my
exhibition, as here in Kuwait there is no
appreciation for my art, while abroad they
know the value of this art. Once I was in
the United States and I saw an old lady
painting on egg shells, and people were
watching her with passion and they
bought her works for high prices - one
egg was sold for $500 - and this was just
painting. But people here don’t value art
properly,” Asad lamented.


